
 
 
 
 
 

 
Outreach Activity  4 

 
Educational Fair 

 
Description: 
Coordinate an Educational Fair in the station’s facilities. As part of the event, interviews and forums to 
discuss one particular topic must be done before the Fair takes place. 
 
Objectives: 
The objectives will vary depending on your guests and your station’s target demographics. In general, this 
activity seeks to:  

 Strengthen the community relations.  
 Cultivate a new audience  
 Build conversations about social, cultural and economical topics. 
 Spread the word about the value of public radio and what you do every day.  

 
Steps: 

 Planning (Topic Selection): The educational fair topic will depend on the station’s programming 
and the community needs. To select the appropriate topic have a brainstorming meeting where 
speakers and possible scenarios can be considered; also a timeline will help in the planning 
process. Suggested Topics: Health Prevention, Culture, Arts, Film Industry, Theatre, Music, 
Economy, Science, Nutrition, Childhood, Senior Citizens, Young Adults, Gastronomy, Literature, 
Environment, Sports, Entrepreneurs, Immigration, among others. 
 

 Interviews or Forums: Coordinate the interviews and forums with the appropriate speakers for the 
topic selected; make the necessary arrangements: email invitations, make follow-up calls. The 
interviews can also be transmitted live in your website or posted in social media afterwards. 

 
 Fair: Prepare the facilities for the guests with and area to greet them; exhibitions areas; 

promotional and programming material to distribute (brochures, flyers); and production areas ready 
for them to enjoy. Also, recruit volunteers; plan to have a person taking pictures during the event; 
make an attendance sheet; and create the educational fair’s itinerary.  

 
 Press Conference: coordinate a press conference after the event, make interviews of the 

achievements in the fair and remember to enhance the station’s programming, make press 
releases and send them to the local press. 

 
 Promotion: Post flyers and posters at key locations; prerecord and schedule promotional spots, 

send invitations by email; and use social media to publicize the event and invite the community.  
 

 Follow up: Schedule promotional spots to thank your guests; upload pictures of the event in social 
media and your website, send email or regular mail thank you letters to the participants and 
volunteers. Keep them engaged.  

 
Note: It is important that your insurance is up-to-date! 


